The development and interaction of instabilities in intense relativistic electron beams
I. INTRODUCTION
Relativistic electron beams (REBs) have a great significance for the modern plasma physics and high-power microwave (HPM) and terahertz (THz) vacuum and plasma electronics due to their wide spectrum of applications in the different areas, such as plasma heating, inertial fusion, highpower microwave generation, etc. [1] [2] [3] [4] Intense REBs are known to demonstrate the complex regimes of dynamics including the development of the different types of instabilities, such as Pierce, Bursian, current-convective, slipping, diocotron, Weibel instabilities, etc. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] On the one hand, development of some of these instabilities may play a positive role. For instance, Pierce and Bursian instabilities lead to the formation of the nonstationary virtual cathode (VC) in the electron beam with the overcritical current. 1, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] This effect is used in a perspective class of microwave devices called virtual cathode oscillators (or vircators) that belong to a special class of bremsstrahlung microwave generators and amplifiers. [11] [12] [13] [14] [16] [17] [18] On the other hand, instabilities in the REBs may have a negative impact on the operation of highpower microwave and THz devices, accelerators, plasma heating and inertial fusion systems, etc., and impose certain limitations on the regimes of their operation. [5] [6] [7] 9 For example, the development of the aforementioned Pierce or Bursian instabilities limits the maximal current that may be transported through an equipotential drift space. [19] [20] [21] [22] Diocotron and slipping instabilities influence considerably the intense beam geometry during its propagation through a system. It leads to the development of the azimuthal and radial nonuniformities in the REB, particularly, to the formation of vortex and spiral structures and to the filamentation of the beam. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] These effects are often undesirable for the operation of systems using beams of charged particles. The diocotron and slipping instabilities usually occur in HPM devices, beam collimator systems in high-energy colliders (such as the Tevatron or the Large Hadron Collider in CERN), Penning traps, etc. Therefore, mitigation or control of these instabilities is an important problem for the development of HPM, inertial fusion, accelerator, collider, and other systems. In this case, the intense high-energy beams of charged particles are used on relatively long distances or for long times (like in the beam traps). 8, [33] [34] [35] [36] Different methods for mitigation or control of such instabilities are actively studied at present. 34, 37, 38 At the same time, the diocotron and slipping instabilities could be useful for the development of novel methods for HPM generation (see, for example, the work 23 where the effect of the microwave generation from the filamentation and vortex formation within magnetically confined electron beams was discovered and investigated).
It should be noted that the conditions for the simultaneous development of several instabilities often arise in the intense beams of charged particles. [39] [40] [41] The typical situation is the coexistence of Bursian/Pierce and diocotron (slipping) instabilities in REB. Such complex regimes of the beam dynamics have been poorly investigated so far though their study is important both for fundamental and applied purposes. It is all the more important due to the development of HPM and THz electronics sources, especially for the optimization of relativistic vircators, where Bursian/Pierce and diocotron (slipping) instabilities often coexist and it influences considerably the generation characteristics of the device. 39, 40, 42 Nowadays, a rising interest in the research of vircators is caused by their advantages: a very high output microwave radiation power, a simple construction (in particular, vircators can operate without external focusing magnetic field), short rise time, the possibility of a simple frequency tuning and regime switching (tunability), a rather short operation region, and low requirements to the quality of the electron beam. 1, 14, 15, [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] The last property is of great importance when an oscillator is fed with a short and lowquality beam formed by an explosion emission electron injector. So, the subject of the present work is determined by the above-named problems and devoted to the detailed investigation of the physical mechanisms of the coexistence, joint development, and interaction of Bursian and diocotron instabilities in the nonneutral REB in the classic relativistic vircator model. The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we briefly describe the proposed numerical model. In Section III, the physical processes occurring during the joint development of the instabilities are considered and analyzed. In Section IV, the characteristic regimes of REB dynamics determined by the development of instabilities are investigated in detail. In Section V, we reveal analytically and numerically the physical background for the REB regime switchings.
II. SYSTEM UNDER STUDY
In analyzing REBs, it is necessary to take into account effects which are insignificant for the weakly relativistic systems, specifically the influence of the self-magnetic field of a REB. 40, 42 The simultaneous coexistence of two instabilities in a REB leads to the complex beam dynamics in the system that may be efficiently analyzed mainly with the help of the numerical methods based on the solving the self-consistent system of Maxwell equations and motion equations of charged particles. For this reason, the 3D fully electromagnetic particle-in-cell (PIC) solver of CST Particle Studio package is used in our work for the accurate numerical investigations of REB dynamics in the relativistic vircator model.
The system under study (see Fig. 1(a) ) consists of a perfect electric conducting finite-length cylindrical equipotential waveguide region 1 (an electron beam drift chamber) of the length L, the radius R, with an entrance transparent grid electrode 2 on the left side and an output coaxial waveguide port 3 on the right side. 40, 53 An axially symmetrical monoenergetic annular relativistic electron beam 4 with the current I 0 , the initial electron energy W e (850 keV in this work), the external radius R b , and the thickness d is injected through the entrance electrode 2. Electrons can leave the waveguide region by reaching the side wall or the right (collector) end of the drift chamber 5.
In the present study, the values of geometric parameters were chosen as: L ¼ 45 mm, R ¼ 10 mm, R b ¼ 5 mm, and d ¼ 1.5 mm. Also note that the waveguide is superdimensional in the respect of a wavelength corresponding to a vircator fundamental generation frequency. The external uniform magnetic field with induction B z ¼ B 0 2 ð0; 2Þ T is applied along the longitudinal (z) axis of the waveguide. We suppose that the injected REB is formed by a magnetically insulated diode. 54 The beam current pulse has the smooth step shape (see Fig. 1(b) ) with the rise time of 1 ns and the full duration of 100 ns. The time step used in the calculations is Dt ¼ 1:93 Â 10 À4 ns, and the consequent error is estimated as OðDtÞ.
III. PHYSICAL MECHANISMS OF THE INSTABILITIES DEVELOPMENT
The diocotron instability is the shear instability that is driven by shear in the drift velocity of charged particles perpendicular to the magnetic field, and it leads to the filamentation of a beam and often to the vortex formation. 36, [55] [56] [57] [58] This instability is observed in many plasma systems including planetary atmospheres, pulsar magnetospheres, aurora borealis, beams of charged particles, etc.
57,59
The Bursian instability 19,60-62 appears in the beam of the charged particles travelling through a drift space due to an uncompensated space charge leading to the sagging of potential in the system. The main condition for the Bursian instability development in the electron beam is that the beam current should be greater than the critical value (the so-called spacecharge-limited (SCL) or Bogdankevich-Rukhadze current). 21, 22 In this case, the dense cloud of decelerated electrons (electron bunch, corresponding to virtual cathode) is formed in the area of the potential sagging. A virtual cathode reflects a part of electrons back to the entrance plane or on the side wall of the drift tube and is characterized usually by the complex non-stationary dynamics. 15, 39, 40, 42, [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] The conditions for the development of two abovementioned instabilities are often satisfied in the considered system with intense REB. Let us consider the physical processes occurring in the REB during the instabilities development, analyzing the dependencies of the radius-averaged space charge density qðuÞ and the azimuthal velocity v u ðuÞ of the REB and space charge density distributions in the system qðx; yÞ for the character system parameters (I 0 ¼ 40 kA and B 0 ¼ 0 T). The chosen parameters correspond to the case of the joint development of the diocotron and Bursian instabilities (see Fig. 2 ). The listed characteristics allow to analyze effectively the processes of electron structures formation in the system. The longitudinal coordinate z s of the cutting plane, where the space charge density distributions were obtained, corresponds approximately to the mean virtual cathode position and equals to 2 mm.
FIG. 1. (a)
The scheme of the investigated system in section. Here, 1 is a cylindrical equipotential drift chamber, 2-an entrance transparent grid electrode (an injection plane), 3-an output coaxial waveguide port, 4-an axially symmetrical monoenergetic annular relativistic electron beam, and 5-a cylindrical collector. B is the external uniform focusing magnetic field; VC denotes schematically the virtual cathode area. (b) The shape of the current pulse (only a part of the pulse is shown in the figure) ; the full duration of the pulse is 100 ns; and the time step Dt used in the calculations is 1:93 Â 10 À4 ns.
So, at the beginning of the REB propagation ( Fig. 2(a) , t ¼ 0.2 ns), one electron bunch is formed in the azimuthal direction, the maximum (in absolute value) on the dependency qðuÞ, and the dark area on the space charge density distribution correspond to this bunch. It is the initial stage of the diocotron instability development that arises due to the presence of the velocity gradient (shear) @v u =@u 6 ¼ 0: the bunch starts forming in the area where the azimuthal velocity changes its sign from positive to negative, and two different parts of the beam move opposite to each other (see Fig.  2(a) ). It should be noted that values of the azimuthal velocity and space charge density are small at this initial stage.
The Bursian instability is developed in parallel to the diocotron instability because the beam current exceeds the critical value I SCL % 8 kA considerably. The consequence is the rise of the space charge density and, as a result, formation of the virtual cathode, approximately in the area of the cutting plane position in Fig. 2 . So, Fig. 2(b) (t ¼ 0.73 ns) demonstrates the case when the virtual cathode appears (starts) in the system that leads to the reflections of electrons from it (the reflected electrons form the halo around the annular REB on the space charge density distribution in Fig.  2(b) ). The space charge density increases in the system as a result of the Bursian instability development and the beam current growth. (It should be remembered that the rise time of the current pulse is 1 ns.) Additionally, the second bunch is formed in the azimuthal direction.
Finally, Fig. 2 (c) (t ¼ 51 ns) shows the steady-state REB structure after the long transient process determined by the instabilities development and interaction. It is characterized by the presence of three electron bunches rotating in the azimuthal direction. In fact, these bunches are the VC with the complex configuration in the azimuthal direction, and electrons are mainly reflected from them. The rotation of the bunches is determined by their destruction because of the electrons reflections and the formation of a new bunch in azimuth near the destructed one. In other words, the spacecharge wave (the disturbance wave) is excited in the azimuthal direction because of the interaction of the instabilities: the diocotron instability leads to the REB filamentation and the Bursian-to electron reflections and further bunches rotation. It is important to note that the Bursian instability contributes to the development of the diocotron instability, since it considerably increases the space charge density in the area near the injection plane and, as a consequence, the increment of the diocotron instability development due to the growth of the velocity gradient. 23, 26, 31, 33, 57 Let us consider physical causes responsible for the diocotron instability development in the investigated system. The presence of external magnetic field as a consequence of the excitation of the electrodynamic system eigenfields by the intense high-energy REB is not a necessary condition for the instability origin in the system with a REB (see, for example, the case shown in Fig. 2) . In contrast, the most significant for the diocotron instability development is the longitudinal component of the sum of induced magnetic and REB self-magnetic fields in the system; distributions of that are shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3(a) corresponds to the very beginning of the REB front propagation in the drift chamber (t ¼ 0.005 ns) and is characterized by a number of the local magnetic microfields generated by the radial microcurrents created by the separate local groups of electrons.
At the same time, the REB front excites a low amplitude wide spectrum of the electrodynamic system eigenmodes at the beginning of the current pulse. One of the eigenmodes that coincides better with the REB self-fields and has a frequency close to the character beam frequency (plasma frequency that depends on the beam current and lies in the range 15-50 GHz in the present study) increases over time.
Particularly, such an effect is expressed in Fig. 3 in the formation of the definite magnetic field configuration according to the eigenmode one, and Fig. 3(b) corresponds to the transitional moment t ¼ 0.015 ns when separate microfields are merging, approaching to the developed eigenmode's magnetic field structure that is shown in Fig. 3(c) for t ¼ 0.15 ns. Let us emphasize that the Bursian instability exactly contributes to the excitation of the character eigenmode in the system due to the establishing of the typical intense electric self-field distribution with the potential sagging.
The typical form of the induced eigenmode longitudinal magnetic field, characterized by different signs (see Fig.  3(c) ), causes parts of the REB to move opposite to each other in the azimuthal direction (@v u =@u 6 ¼ 0). As a result, the electron bunches arise in the areas where H z changes a sign from minus to plus (when moving clockwise in the azimuthal direction)-the filamentation of the REB occurs. Notice that the relatively weak eigenmode longitudinal magnetic field plays a significant role only at the initial stage of the instabilities development that ends approximately at t % 0:1 À 0:3 ns when the REB magnetic self-field H z takes the similar configuration as that of the induced eigenmode. Further beam dynamics is mainly determined by the self-consistent REB fields.
IV. REGIMES OF THE UNSTABLE REB DYNAMICS
As has been stated above, the electron bunches are formed in the relativistic electron beam of the considered system due to the joint development of the diocotron and Bursian instabilities. Various regimes with the different number of bunches are established in the system after the transient process depending, particularly, on the beam current and the external magnetic field values. For the detailed analysis of the unstable REB dynamics regimes with control parameters' variations, the regime map in the plane (I 0 , B 0 ) has been obtained (Fig. 4) . The induction of external magnetic field and the beam current was changed in the calculations with the steps 0.05 T and 1 kA, respectively. Fig. 4 demonstrates regimes with N ¼ 1 À 7 electron bunches in the azimuthal direction for the overcritical values of the beam current when both considered instabilities are developed. The basic tendency here is that with the beam current growth we observe the sequential switching of the REB dynamics from the regime with N ¼ 1 to the regime with N ¼ 7 bunches for the different external magnetic fields, and this tendency is more clearly defined for the relatively strong external magnetic fields B > 1.5 T. The regimes with the odd numbers of the bunches N are characterized by the narrower regions in comparison with the regimes with even N, and these regions are often embedded in the regions with even N in the form of the so-called "narrow windows."
The typical configuration portraits of the REB at the transverse plane are presented in Fig. 5 for six character sets of parameters of the unstable beam dynamics. One can see that the value of the external magnetic field influences the REB configuration considerably. If it is relatively low and the defocusing forces are greater than the magnetic focusing ones, then the formed electron bunches give rise to the rotating vortex structures (see Figs. 5(a)-5(d)) due to the simultaneous action of the defocusing forces and rotation of the REB. Otherwise, in the case of the strong external magnetic field the electron bunches appear magnetized and do not exceed the external beam radius essentially (see Figs. 5(e) and 5(f) obtained for B 0 ¼ 20 kG). Note also that the formed electron bunches have the spiral form along the longitudinal direction (z-axis, see Fig. 5(g) ) up to the area of their destruction because of the virtual cathode formation or the action of the defocusing forces. So, the spiral structure is better developed for the cases of low beam currents and strong external magnetic fields. It is also known that greater the space charge density of the beam is, the closer to the injection plane is the VC formed. Consequently, the growth of the external magnetic field, leading to the increase in the space charge density (for the fixed beam current) due to the focusing, also results in the displacement of the VC to the injection plane. 
V. PHYSICAL BACKGROUND FOR THE REB REGIMES SWITCHINGS
Let us investigate the physical causes which are responsible for the discovered increase in the electron bunches number in the REB with the beam current growth. To do so, let us consider the qualitative model of the rotating bunches in the REB consisting of N equal point charges q 0 ðNÞ that are located symmetrically on the circle of the mean radius R m ¼ R b À d=2. These charges are rotating with the frequency x, and the external magnetic field B z is applied to the model (see Fig. 6 ). Each charge represents the electron bunch formed in the REB in the azimuthal direction, and q 0 ðNÞ < 0 corresponds to the total charge of the bunch in the model with N bunches. Since all charges are identical and located symmetrically, we can analyze the motion of one arbitrary chosen charge (shown on the top of Fig. 6 schematically) .
The motion of the charge bunches in the noninertial frame is determined by the action of the Lorentz, Coulomb's, and centrifugal forces, and as follows from the motion equation in cylindrical coordinates, 54 the equilibrium condition along the radial direction can be written in the following way:
where g ¼ q 0 ðNÞ=m 0 ðNÞ is the specific charge, q 0 ðNÞ and m 0 ðNÞ are the total charge and mass of the bunch, respectively, E r < 0 is the radial component of the electric field intensity in the point of the arbitrary charge that can be easily determined from Coulomb's law for the considered system with N ! 2 point charges as
where k e is Coulomb's constant and d is the delta function. Equation (1) implies that for fixed system parameters (B z , R m , N, and x that are determined in the numerical simulation), there is an equilibrium total charge of an electron bunch, q eq 0 ðNÞ, for which bunches keep a constant radius R m in the system
where c is the speed of light, E 0 r ðNÞ ¼ E r ðNÞ=q 0 ðNÞ > 0. The comparison of the equilibrium charge values for the system with N and ðN þ 1Þ bunches, which can be easily made with the help of Equations (3) and (2), shows that
i.e., the greater number of the bunches in the system, the less the charge of each bunch in the equilibrium state. In fact, the numerical simulations demonstrate a similar tendency. One can see in Fig. 7 where the dependency of the absolute value of the electron bunch mean total charge q b on the beam current value is shown. The basic tendency, which it demonstrates, is the abrupt stepwise decrease in the charge q b in the moments of the regime switchings and the smooth increase between the switchings because of the beam current growth. When the charge q b approaches the critical value (when the regime switching occurs), the configuration with N bunches becomes unstable due to space charge forces action, and finally, it leads to the establishment of the stable configuration with N þ 1 bunches with the smaller charge in each bunch. So, the basic conclusion of the analytical treatment and numerical simulations is that the division of electron bunches with the growth of the beam current leads to the more uniform distribution of space charge in the azimuthal direction and to the formation of a new stable equilibrium configuration. While the charge of one bunch decreases after the process of the bunches division, the total charge of all bunches increases, as a consequence of the increased beam current. The obtained result also explains the switchings during the rise time of the current pulse (transient process), which, for instance, can be seen in Fig. 2 . The transient time s is substantially greater than the system's own time scale that is determined by the rotation frequency of the bunches ($20 À 40 GHz). So, the transient process can be considered as "quasi-stationary," and we can extend the results of the steady-state model at each instant of time that is characterized by the certain beam current.
The physical background for the REB regimes switchings with the change in the magnetic field is similar. As a matter of fact, the growth of the magnetic field leads to the increase in the space charge density (for the fixed beam current), so when the bunch charge approaches the critical value, the configuration with N bunches is transformed to the configuration with N þ 1 bunches. But such growth of the space charge density is not so strong to cause a long sequence of the regimes switchings. At the same time, the growth of the magnetic field results in the change in the force balance due to the change of the rotation frequency. As a result, the regime map (Fig. 4) demonstrates in some cases switchings from regimes with N þ 1 bunches to regimes with N bunches with the growth of the magnetic field.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The obtained results reveal the basic features of the development, coexistence, and interaction of Pierce-Bursian and diocotron instabilities in the nonneutral REB. It has been found out that the diocotron instability in the considered system with the tubular beam is developed due to the presence of the azimuthal velocity gradient (shear), and the bunch starts forming in the area where the azimuthal velocity changes sign from positive to negative. The physical background for the REB regimes switchings is revealed both analytically and numerically. For the first time, the important feature of the simultaneous development of the Bursian and diocotron instabilities, which the Bursian instability contributes essentially to the development of the diocotron instability, has been found out in the present work numerically. Nevertheless, this significant effect requires further more detailed studies, particularly, the formulation of the semianalytical model of the processes of the instabilities simultaneous development.
Due to the generality of the considered model, the obtained results have additional interest because they may be extended to many systems of plasma physics and electronics where intense high-energy beams of the charged particles are used on relatively long distances or for a long time. For example, the processes occurring in the Penning trap are similar to those that are observed in the area between the injection plane and VC in the investigated system. 
